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Introd.uction 
Consider the chance variables Yi (i=l,••<,n), related to the variables Xi 
by the usual linear regression model 
(1) Y. =0:+13X . +E . 
~ ~ ~ 
Suppose no-vt that the slope 13 is itself a chance variable and is functionally 
related to another variable, say Z~o Thus, while the experimenter can estimate 
ex and 13 in (1) (e og., by :tbe method of least squares), the particular 13 being 
estimated depends upon anotner condition of the experiment, namely the value 
~~aken on by the variable z, which may or may not be under the control of the 
experimentero If the experimenter can control and accurately m~a.sure Z and can 
specify the function relating Z and 13, a procedure may be devised whereby he 
may make use of this information in the estimation of t~e slope in equation 
(1). In practice such a procedure is useful when, for example, a number of 
experiments involving the variables X and Y are performed at v~rious levels 
of z. 
In such a situation we will denote the slope in equation (1) by l3.o In 
~ 
general we have, then, that 13.=f(Z. ), say, and write 
l. l. 
(2) 
where j=l,•o•,n., i=l,•so,n, Eatimation procedures will be given for f(Z.) 
l. ~ 
linear and for f( Z. ) e::::;onential. 
1 
I G. and Z. Linearlv Related 
- ~........_...-:J... 
i .. '' 
The appropriate model is 
(3) 
-2-
whence (2) becomes 
Estimation of the parameters a, a0 , and ~O is easily accomplished by the methoda 
of multiple linear regression. Denote x1 j=X1 j-x, 1ilij=Xijz1 , wij=Wij-w, and 
j.i::a-+a:0x+~0w. Then (4) becomes 
a:-:10. solution of the least squares equations (cf. Snedecor, 5·th Ed., section 
l4o2) yields the estimators 
"' -j.l = y, 
"' _ !:~jl:xijy i{·.Exijw ij!:w·ijy ij 
ao - D ' 
and 
,.. l:x~ . .Ew .. y .. --Ex .. w . . Ex .. y .. · ~0 = ~J ~J ~JD ~J lJ ~J ~J , 
where 
Variances and covariances of the estimators are estimated as in chapter 14 of 
Snedecor. 
ll r_iz1l ~!'lntial 
Suppose that the relatio?ship between Zi ~d ~i is expressed by Ef(Zi) 
=a0z~O. Substitution of this expression in (2) yields 
and the method of least squares results in a system of non-linear equations 
... 
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j_n the three unknown parameters, the solution of which is highly non-triviaL 
Because of the difficulty of these equations, we will treat the relationship 
between Z. and ~. as a separate regression problem, use the information on the 
J. . J. 
variables Zi to construct estimators of the ~i' and substitute these estimates 
in (2)., 
To this en~ the multiplicative model 
(7) 
is proposed· to rep:r.c.sent ·1-;he relationship between Zi and ~i. Then a logaritb:n:!(! 
transfor~tion yields the linear additive motel 
In order to make use of ~his e~T-ression to include the information about Z in 
the estimation procedure, preliminary estimates of the ~i are requiredo We 
will therefore assume that for each z1 , ~i is estimated by the use of the rela-
tionship between X and Y (a.nd thu.s that ni > 1 holds for 1~ 1 ~n} o Denote these 
.... 
preliminary estima-GE;S ~ . ., 
J. 
"" Now the methods of lir!ear regression can be applied to the n pairs (~1,zi) 
to compute the re~ession e1uation 
(9) 
where n I: (log Z.) 
. 1 J. J.::": log Z = ~.;;;;.._ _ _ 
n 
and 
• 
For a given zi, eqaation (9) can be used to construct the estimator of ~iS 
(~0) 
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_, ~ ~ --~!=elog ~i=e~l•l+~o(log Z1-log Z) 
l. 
Let us assume that log a1 are independent and identically normally 
distributed withE log 51 = 0 and E(log 51)2=a2• Then ~l•l and 80 are normally 
and independently distributed with respective variances a2/n and a2/E(log z1 
- log Z )2=a2 /S, say. Thus 
__......._ r 1 
V(log ~i)=a2 In+ 
L 
(log zi-log-z)2l 
s I 
..J 
~ 
for all i •. We now proceed to examine the properties of the estimators ~i under 
these assumptions. 
1 
Expected value of ~~.. Denote zG=(z1z2 o .. zn)n. Then log Z = log zG. We 
--have 
~1•1 Bo log(zi/zG) 
= Ee e 
(11) 
~1.1_ 80 log(zi/zG) 
= Ee ~e 
~ ~ 
since ~lcl and ~O are independent., These expe;_tations ~an be computed by 
evaluating the moment generating functions o~ IJ.l•·l and ~O at the points t=l 
and t=log(Z1/zG), respectively., 
Now the moment generating function of a normally distributed chance 
variable v, whose mean and variance are m and a2, respectively, is 
(12) Vt mt+ ~2t2 Ee =e 2 
Applying (12) to each term in (11), we obtain 
~ ~ 
IJ.l•l ~l•itl,. 
Ee · =Ee t=l 
and 
Therefore 
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" = e~l~l+f3o log(Z/zG)+ f ( ~ + ~ f log(Zi/zG)} 2 J 
Ef3! 
• 
= e (~1~1-(30 ~og zG)+f3o log Zi+ f ( * + ~ { log(Z/zG)] 2] 
13o ~(1~1> 
= aozi e . • 
" Thus f3! is not an unbiased estimator of (3i. 
Construction of ~ unbiased estimator~~ consistent estimator. If a2 
is known, then unbiased estimators of the (3i can easily be constructed. For 
example, the estimators 
"* " -[2[~ + ~ 1log(zi/zG)} 2] 
(13) 131 = f3i e . 
are clearly unbiased estimators of the (31 in this case, for 
l__ .........-..... 
" - 2Y (log (3 . ) E~* = E~He l. 
i l. ....--..._ 
- W(log f3i) " 
= e Ef3I 
= f3. • l. 
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If a2 is unknown, the probleDl is no longer trivial. lve begin with the 
estimator of a2 , 
~(log ~i-log ~i-~O(log Zi-log zG)) 2 
S 2 - ..;;_------------~----------------1·1-- n-2 
,.. ,.. 
Since sf.1, ~l•l' and ~O are mutually independent {because of normality), and 
since Es21 1=a2 , the estimators 
• 2 
,.. ,.. - .::_21.:,± [ 1 + _s1 S log{Zi/'ZG) }2] 
(14) f'i=f'i e n { 
are suggested as possible candidates for unbiased estimators~ We will now show 
,.. 
that the f'i are actuall!:·not unbiased. In a later section we will show that the 
"'u . f)i are, however, consiatent estimators of the f)i. 
A A A 
Expected value of ~i· By the independence of ~1 • 1 , f30, and s~el' 
,.. 
Ef)~' 
~ 
To evaluate the last expectation in this expression, we use the 'fact that the 
chance variable (n--2)sf .. 1 has a X2 -distribution with (n-2) degrees of freedom, 
so that the distribution of sf.1 is 
n~2 
(15) ( 2 ) 1 {n--2 '12 f sl•l = --2 - I r (!~;_) 2a2 / 2 • 
This is a gamma distribution with parameters(n-2Y2 and 2a2/~-2). Its moment 
generating function is 
(16) s~. 1t Ee 
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n-2 provided that t < ~ • (See Mood, section 6.3) 
20' 
Evaluating (16) at t= - ~ [ ~ + ~ flog(Z/za)} 2 ] , we obtain the desired 
expectation 
so that 
,.. 
Ee t = , - ~~·1 [~ + f log(zi/zG)} 2] [ 1 J n;2 
1+ ~:2 [ ~ + ~ f 1og(z1/zG)} 2] 
,.. 
E13~' 
l. 
Thus l'i is also biased. But since 
we have 
ex = lim (l+ ~)r , 
r.-,co 
lim 
a::g-700 
2 
- - [ - + ··· log(z /z ) 2 ] 2 rr S iG o2 1 1 \' } 
= e , 
so that for large n, 
,.. ~'o ~(lbg').) 1 _...,"- - ~2 
El'i = a0z1 e 1 [ 1+ n:2 V(log 131 )] 
= ~'· l. 
' 
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,. 
i.e., as n~co, Ef3~ 71\ • Thus ~~~ is asymptotically unbiased. i 
,. 
Variances of the estimators. 1. V(~!). 
-- l. 
,. - ( .---':1. ) 2 
= [e~1 • 1-~0 log zG+~0 log Zi+V log ~i ] 
------..... 130 v (log ~i) 
= [aOZi e ]2 • 
Thus 
-9-
/'" 
2130 2V (log 131 ) { 2cr2 1 l r · 
=a2z. e 1+--[-+-~log 0 2 n-2 n s ( 
..... ~ ~ 130 2V(log ~.) -V(1og 13.) 
. ( z )::> 2 2 =. _a0 1 . - e e for n large 
Thus 
/'\. f n-2 ~ 13 0 2 V (log f3 1 ) 2 _.......--....._ - 2 V (log 13 i ) 
= (a0z. ) e [1+ -·2:-V(log f:3.)] e 2 (, r ... ~, 2 
n-2} 
- [ 1+ -L v (1~. ) J- 2 n~-2 2 
ft ~ . ' 
Proof of consistency of 13~. We have shovm that Ef:3~ -t f:3i as n --7 oo. By a 
theorem of Wilks (Theorem A, p. 1::4), this condition along with the condition, 
~ ~ 
V(f:3'.') --; 0 an n --1 oo, are sufficier..t comU tions that 13~' be a consistent estimator 1 . 2 . ~ 
of !3.. Thus to prove consis-cency, it is sufficient to show that V(f:3'.') ---7 0 as 2 1 
0---700· 
Now 
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i.Ve have 
,. t'o V(log f:).) 2 ~ - ~2 V(log f:).) ~ { n-2 /'-..... 
V(f:)'.')=(a0z. )2 e ~ [1+--:; V(log f:31 )J e ~ ~ ~ n~-
lim 
n-700 
n-2~ ~ --
- [ 1 + -\· V (log 13 . ) ] 2 
n-- ·- ~ 
................... 
V(log f:).) 
J. 1' e = :un 
n 
cr2 []: + ( log(Z. /zG)} 2 / l:(log Z.-log zG) 2 ] 
e n 1 J. i=l l 
n-7CO 
- ., 1 - ~ n .. 2 
since as n -7 co, -n -7 0 and under very general conditions k/ i:(log Z. •log zG) -1 0 
i=l l. 
as well. 
Thus also 
Therefore 
,. 
lim 
n-700 
[ ~ ( //" '] 1+ -=. · V log f:) ) 
n-2 i 
Hence f:)!l is consistent. i 
n-2 
- -~r~ 
= lim 
0-7CO 
= 1 
= lim 
/'-. 
-V(log f:).) 
l. 
e 
,. ,. 
Estimatjo~ of i_he ~'?]}~e Estimates of V(f:'1') and V((3'.') can be constructed 
,. l. 
by the same p~ocedure used to arrive at the estimators f:'~~ Namely: 
A A (·~ r"\ " 1\ 
1. V(f3~). The quantity (;3} ) 2-(t:'~; )2 is an estimator of E(t3 ~ )2 - (E(311 ) 2 , for 
,. l. - ,.l. ]. 
(~i) 2 is an unbiased estimator of E(13!) 2 and for large n 
..-----......... 
,. t'o V(log (3.) " 
E(f3'.' )2 ~ (o;OZ. )2 e l. =(E ~ '. )2 ]. l . ~ 
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This e~timator is consistent (but; it must be pointed out, is biased dov~ard). 
Then, as above, 
E(H.:::)= Ee 2~1 • 1+26'0 log(Z/za)-2s~~1 [ ~ + ~ { log(zi/z0 )} 2 J 
. ./".... 
~0 2 2'r(log f3i ){ 1 ] 
= (a0z. ) e 2 · ~~ l+(---2)2v(log ~.> n- ~ 
·= (a zf3o)2 
• 0 1 
" "' Thus a consistent estimatcr f '•fs'') is fA" ' 2 -H2 Q ' " i ~I-' l I • 
Many aspects of this PL o·nle:n have been left untouched. A few of the Ul!-
ansvrered questions are the f'-:,llow: ng: 
<'\. 
1. It can ~a.rily 'be cbow:: that 13~ is itself a consistent estimator. Can , 
it be proved th:;<..t f;:.: c::>:•:lverg:!s (r·'·,ocilas ~ically) to ~4 more rapidJ.y? What are 
~ . 
the M.SsB., <ls c:Z '..;:.'!'3 t\o.fO es·c.i.:na/~ol't;? 
"" 2. Wba:b c.o the assumptions made on log oi imply about the €ij? H'hat ~i 
sl:lo~ld b8 uaeo.? 
3· Suppose the e1 j a.:.:e uc-r!lW.lly distributed. What does this imply about 
the distribution of log o1? Car:•. the problem be solved in this case? 
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4. In the present problem is there an unbiased estimator vrhen o2 is 
5· The problem can be considered for many other functions f(Z1 ). 
60 Many otb8:r. con,lit:tons of the experiment can vary. What if, for example, 
v ( Y • j ) =g ( z . L or v r, z. . ,·, •<n r,x . . z . ) , etc • 1 
~ 1 . 1J ~J 1 
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